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an Australian Penthouse Pet
and Ph.D. candidate, writing her
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combine art, porn and politics
and have been screened at fes-
tivals around the world. >>



am lying on a sofa in a custom pink latex
cincher. My rubber halter is pulled down to
let my breasts spill out, and my seven-inch
heels are digging deep into the cushioning.

The sweet smell of Madison Missina lingers above
me, and I feel her soft blond hair brush against
the nape of my neck. 

We are on the set of the 3D production Blonde,
and Madison has me undressed and undone and
is holding an Hitachi on my clit. As part of the
#SafeSexIsSexy campaign, we are using barriers.
We take delight in making dams sexy, getting
closeups of labia as I drizzle saliva across the
translucent latex and filming Madison as she
slides a condom over my glass strap-on cock with
her mouth.

Madison and I have something in common: We
are both stellar squirters. We move through the
scene in anticipation of how we can incorporate
an extravaganza of double gushing—for the view-
ers’ pleasure and for ours. The coordination ex-
cites us. I feel her gloved fingers inside me and
the texture of her thigh-high PVC boots beside me
as my climax builds. My heart rate quickens, I
brace myself and squeeze—and squirt directly at
the cameraman.Wow, I think, I can’t wait to see
what this looks like in 3D!

Not long afterward I receive a copy of the DVD.
It’s bubblegum pink and gorgeous. Thrilled to see
my scene with Madison, I watch it at home and
wait for the gush. It doesn’t come. In fact, neither
of our ejaculations, nor the two clitoral orgasms
we had afterward, were included in the final cut.
We play for a while, we meander, we make out,
but where is the visual evidence of our orgasmic
pleasure?

Classification is the answer. The editors had
preemptively cut the squirting in fear of it being
“refused classification” by the Australian Classi-
fication Board on the basis that it was either uri-
nation, a fetish or merely “offensive or abhorrent.”
The clitoral orgasms were collateral damage, in
the desire to keep one long sequence instead of
editing the climaxes back in. 

The producer’s concerns were not unfound-
ed. In 2010 Australian Customs refused the im-
port of films featuring G spot ejaculation, on the 
presumption that the squirt was urination and 
therefore a prohibited fetish. Apparently the offi-
cers didn’t believe in the existence of female 
ejaculation, and the company couldn’t afford to
pay the exorbitant classification fees twice if it 
had to reedit, so they chose the safe path: self-
censorship.

Squirting is just one of the practices potentially
prohibited in the Australian X18+ category. If an
explicit sex film contains any other “fetishes,” in-

cluding fisting, bondage, golden showers, spank-
ing or candle wax, it will be refused classification
and cannot be screened, sold or in some cases
possessed. It is not only fetish that is prohibit-
ed, but also any “violence” (including consensual
BDSM) and anyone who “appears” under 18. The
Australian Classification Board has refused publi-
cations featuring models with long inner labia
(seen as “indiscreet genital detail”) and have in-
structed trainees to disallow models with small
breasts (misread as “underdeveloped”). 

Their determinations criminalize pleasures and
outlaw kink practices. This is not unique to Aus-
tralia. In the United Kingdom the list of activities
prohibited from video-on-demand services since
2014 includes fisting, spanking, “facesitting” and
female ejaculation. The restrictions have resulted
in high-profile Feminist Porn Award winner Pan-
dora Blake being issued take-down notices for her
corporal punishment website Dreams of Spank-
ing. The 2014 prohibitions continue despite a
2012 ruling that these practices are not in fact
“obscene.” Michael Peacock was prosecuted for
the distribution of gay BDSM and fisting DVDs, but
acquitted thanks to obscenity lawyer Myles Jack-
man and a jury that found such content would not
“deprave and corrupt” viewers. If a jury found that
fisting was not obscene in 2012, why does it re-
main on a list of banned acts in 2014?

Internationally the push to criminalize porn-
ography is increasing. Porn performers in Cali-
fornia have been appearing at hearings to block 
a mandatory condom bill drafted without their
consultation. In 2013 the European Union Par-
liament moved to ban all forms of pornography
from media.

But these measures have not simply been ac-
cepted. Adult industry producers and performers
from around the world dialogue about how to 
creatively get around such prohibitions: “If I fuck
you with Belladonna’s Magic Hand, does that
count as a fist or a dildo?” “If I squirt on the bed,
but not on you, they won’t assume it’s a golden
shower, right?” 

Hundreds attended the infamous face sit-in in
London in 2014, holding signs like “Squirt Doesn’t
Hurt” and proudly squatting upon obscured faces
in rows as part of a mass demonstration. In 
2015 Pandora Blake and Nimue Allen’s caning
fundraiser raised £3,836 for Backlash, an organ-
ization defending freedom of expression and con-
sensual sexual activities. The fundraiser worked
by distributing banned protest films in exchange
for donations. People were encouraged to “Put
your bum on the line for a good cause” and told,
“For every £10 raised, we will take one HARD
cane stroke.” >>
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Pornography has been a mechanism for the most literal of protests.
The 2015 film Ban This Sick Filth, a collaboration between Kitty
Stryker, Courtney Trouble and Pandora, showcases acts that have
been banned—fisting, squirting, spanking, menstruation and caning.
Similarly, when Australian antiporn campaigners noted on Q&A, a cur-
rent affairs program, that the “one on the bottom” was “oppressed
in gay porn,” my then-partner and I responded with a hardcore sex
film called The One on the Bottom. With one hand filming and the
other fisting, we juxtaposed political commentary alongside my seem-
ingly endless squirting, letting our bodies interrupt government nar-
ratives of what we could or could not do. Courtney Trouble visited,
and we made a hot, wet mess to subvert the conventional cum-shot;
I ejaculated on Courtney’s face, and we called it Femme Facial.

When our bodily functions are disbelieved, our bodies censored
and our sexual practices criminalized, pornography becomes civil dis-
obedience. The deliberate depiction of bodily fluids and practices that
governments deem obscene or offensive—but which are meaningful,
affirming and pleasurable to both performers and audiences—be-
comes resistance. The refusal to fit our bodies into “legal” categories
and the disavowal of politicians who appoint themselves arbiters of
community standards become insubordination and protest. 

Protest against the criminalization of pornography has a bold, 
unconventional history in Australia. As early as the 1980s, lobbyist
Robbie Swan brought porn star Ginger Lynn to appear at Australian
Parliament House. Swan sent pornographic videos directly to mem-
bers of Parliament that were tailored to match their positions: The
Treasurer received a film called Liquid Assets, and the Minister for
Post and Telecommunications received a film titled Love Letters. The
protest strategies were cheeky and irreverent. One Eros Association

poster encouraging citizens to join their free voter information service
featured a nanny holding a large cream-colored dildo next to the
query, “Ever wanted to…stick it up a politician?”

For a hot minute pornography producers even used Common-
wealth Government money to fund their smut productions. In the late
1980s producer John Lark applied for funding through the Austrade
Export Market Development Grant to subsidize his seriesDown Under.
Under the scheme, the Australian Government paid 70 cents of every
dollar over $10,000 spent on promoting Australian-made films to ex-
port markets. Alas, this stroke of genius did not last long. When
Catholic Senator Brian Harradine found out, he successfully convinced
the government to exclude businesses marketing X18+ films, con-
cerned that “Australia’s international image is at stake.”

Frustrated by political conservatism, the Eros Association birthed
the Australian Sex Party in 2009, a civil libertarian party campaigning
for a national classification scheme, decriminalization of the sale of
X18+ films, improved sex education and drug law reform. Inspired
by Hungarian-Italian porn star-turned politician La Cicciolina, who
was famous for giving political speeches with one breast exposed,
the Australian Sex Party turned to porn stars for their political candi-
dates. In Italy, Cicciolina had been elected to parliament with the
Green Party and later founded the Democracy, Nature and Love Party,
campaigning for same-sex marriage, reopening of brothels, minimum
wages and redistribution of wealth. The Sex Party hosted events fea-
turing special guest porn stars like Sasha Grey and Monica Mayhem.
In 2010 Angela White and I were the first political candidates to film
a sex scene together, protesting the illegalization of the sale of X18+
content. We were no ordinary politicians. News headlines read, “Sex
Party Candidates Film Porno to Make Political Point.” >>
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Generally, when politicians speak publicly about pornography, they
go to lengths to emphasize their distance from it. They reiterate that
they don’t watch “that stuff.” Their lack of familiarity with porn ap-
parently qualifies them to make judgements, decisions and laws
about it. University of California Santa Barbara “Porn Professor” Con-
stance Penley refers to this tactic as the “elitist maneuver,” also ex-
ecuted by journalists to avoid tainting their reputation. It is proximity
they fear. Porn cannot be too close.

However, in Australia at least, these prohibitions on fetish did not
come into play because politicians were removed from porn. Yes,
politicians were out of touch with how pornography was produced
and how people consumed it, and they clearly lacked perspective for
the material they saw. But these laws were reactive. They came about
precisely because politicians were watching porn. And they were
watching it in an environment where the pressure to renounce it was
all too strong. They were watching porn in Parliament House. 

Throughout the ’90s, adult-business lobbyist the Eros Association
campaigned to introduce a new federal category, nonviolent erotica,
through a private members bill. The bill allowed for the sale of some
sexually explicit content. The Senate recommended the bill proceed
without amendment. However, on the eve of the vote in 2000, nego-
tiations backfired, and at the last hour Senator Brian Harradine held
a parliamentary screening of his private collection of sex films.

Harradine’s collection included no less than Buck Angels’ Trans-
sexual Adventures, Max Hardcore’sGoing South andBlack She-Men.

No one questioned how an antiabortion, anti-stem-cell-research, anti-
marriage-equality politician came to be in possession of this finely
curated collection of titles. But the films chosen definitely played upon
the underlying transphobia and racism among predominantly white,
cisgendered, male heterosexual politicians. The screening served its
purpose—then-prime minister John Howard reported being dis-
gusted by the content (at least, that’s the official line), and as a result,
the sale of X18+ content remained illegal, but now attracted the ad-
ditional criminalization of fetish. 

The Eros Association complained that politicians themselves were
breaking the law by screening potentially refused-classification (RC)
pornography in Parliament House. The Attorney General was asked
on notice whether members of Parliament were exempt from having
custody of prohibited, unclassified or RC materials. And there were a
few scandalous news articles (The Canberra Times reported, “Police
Inquiry Into MP’s Porn Show”); but no politicians were charged. Par-
liamentary officials insisted the screening was covered by parliamen-
tary privilege. 

Porn scholar Linda Williams has noted that an obsession and fas-
cination with porn often occurs at the same time as the desire to out-
law and forbid it. She calls this phenomenon “on-scenity.” In speaking
about obscene materials ad infinitum, politicians effectively bring porn
“on-scene,” into view and literally into Parliament House. As they talk
about their revulsion, politicians effectively become complicit partic-
ipants in the very practices they wish to ban. >>
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(continued from page 39)
In a particularly poetic example, Christian Democrat

Reverend Fred Nile, a politician who believes homosexu-
ality is a “mental disorder” and who was responsible for
the original campaign to ban X18+ content, ordered his
staff to watch adult videos on parliamentary computers in
the name of “research.”

With the sheer amount of porn that classifiers are ex-
pected to watch, it is no wonder that the former deputy
chief censor, David Haines, resigned from his public ser-
vice role to become a pornographer. (Haines produced
Redstone Films’ Buffy Down Under, which sold 5,000
copies in Australia—ten times the average—and reached
No. 39 on the AVN charts.)

As a result of these events, the story of porn in Aus-
tralia is one of stigmatized labor, punitive taxes, crimi-
nalization and electoral politics. The decisions of the Clas-
sification Board have been unpredictable, and the policing
of adult material has been arbitrary, creating a state of
anxiety for both producers and retailers. Prosecutions and
raids often coincide with law-and-order crackdowns or
electoral politics. A series of sensationalized media ex-
posés from a tabloid journalist led to the investigation 
and prosecution of girl-girl amateur porn site AbbyWin-
ters.com in 2009 for producing “objectionable material,”
prompting the site to relocate to Amsterdam. Officers of
the Classification Liaison Scheme, who are supposed to
support retailers, tipped off police, leading to the arrest
and imprisonment of a store manager in 2010 for the sale
of unclassified gay porn DVDs. 

Film festivals have also suffered, with queer content ex-
periencing a disproportionate burden. Travis Matthew’s I
Want Your Love (which featured explicit homosexual sex)
was refused classification to screen at the Melbourne Queer
Film Festival in 2013. Bruce LaBruce’s film L.A. Zombie,
in which a gay zombie is able to resurrect the dead by hav-
ing sex with their wounds, was banned from the Mel-
bourne International Film Festival in 2010, and when the
director of the Melbourne Underground Film Festival ad-
vertised that they would screen the film instead, his house
was raided by police. 

Where porn is legal to make and sell (ironically, in the
Australian Capital Territory, where Parliament House re-
sides), government has not been shy about its desire to
impose high taxes that severely diminish the ability of pro-
ducers to operate and porn to exist. When John Lark suc-
cessfully challenged a 40% wholesale tax on X-rated
videos in the High Court in 1993, he went out of business
from the costs of the legal challenge, and the number of
industry operators halved. 

This history indicates that porn legislation is punitive.
And it is a human rights issue. A small group of unrepre-
sentative individuals are making hypocritical decisions
about what we can view based on outdated ideas and a
complete ignorance of anatomy and diversity. Their laws
affect not only freedom of expression and the right to pri-
vacy. They also impact on human rights to health, educa-
tion, choice of employment and equal protection. 

For performers, working within a criminalized frame-
work poses challenges to health and safety standards in
the workplace, such as comfortable sets and provision of
safer sex equipment. Asking for legal or police assistance
is difficult, for fear of discrimination, ill treatment or iden-
tification from law enforcement. Performers face obstacles
to organize and obtain justice when our work is not rec-
ognized as work. 

For producers, criminalization poses barriers to recruit-
ment, advertising, exhibition and sale. Businesses operate
underground by word of mouth to avoid the radar of media
or government. Producers experience institutional discrim-
ination from banks and landlords, and police do not always
take their claims seriously when they report stalking, ha-
rassment or death threats: Police said to director Anna
Brownfield, “What do you expect in your industry?”

Porn is not lacking in artistic, political or educative value.
In fact, porn forms an important part of our cultural history.
Australian pornography is held at the National Library and
the Australian Lesbian and Gay Archives. Historical ar-
tifacts, including photos, videos, political cartoons and 
advocacy materials, have been exhibited at the Canberra
Museum and Gallery, including a 1980s adult-film-viewing
booth complete with cartridges on loan from the National
Film and Sound Archives.

Local queer, niche and underground porn film festivals
provide opportunities to see experimental, low-budget
work that otherwise may not be sold or screened. Watch-
ing sexually explicit material in a group setting promotes
critical and educational conversations and fosters a sense
of shared identity among audiences. The atmospheric
pleasure of the cinematic experience, along with associ-
ated activities, like discussion panels, do-it-yourself work-
shops and parties, can play a role in building communities.
We have more to gain from making, watching and dis-
cussing pornography than from censoring it.

Instead of waiting for governments to stand up for our
rights, performers are making interventions into the labor
process, insisting on improved working conditions and 
increased control over representations. Producers are ac-
tively signposting their own material, pioneering mecha-
nisms for age verification and access filtering and finding
new ways to depict consent and safer sex. Increasingly
accessible and affordable technology means that more in-
dividuals are controlling the means of production, resulting
in more diverse and democratized pornography. 

Adult industry performers and producers are way ahead
of government. We know our bodies, we know our anat-
omy, and unlike classifiers, we know the difference be-
tween urine and ejaculate. 

You can see Zahra squirt in the online version of Blonde,
which, unlike the DVD, does not require government 
classification. Show your support by following the as-
tute beauty on Twitter @ZahraStardust, or check out her 
website at ZahraStardust.com. Become an advocate for
pornography!
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ZAHRA’S VITAL FACTS
HOMETOWN: Sydney, Australia  | AGE: 32 | HEIGHT: 5-7  | MEASUREMENTS: DD
FAVORITE POSITION: Squirting in your mouth | TWITTER: @ZahraStardust


